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Abstract — Using a special type of sliding mode controller, a new type of traction control system for hybrid four-wheel drive vehicles is developed. This paper makes two major contributions. First, a new electric powertrain architecture with an in-wheel motor at the front wheels and a clutch on the rear of the transmission is proposed for maximum traction force. The in-wheel motors are controlled to cycle near the optimal slip point. Based on the cycling patterns of the front wheels, the desired wheel speed for rear wheel is defined. The rear wheels are controlled to track this defined speed by controlling the clutch torque. Unlike conventional TCS algorithms, the proposed method exploits clutch control instead of brake control. Second, a special type of sliding mode controller which uses a nonlinear characteristic of the tire is proposed. An important distinction between the proposed sliding mode control method and other conventional feedback controllers is that the former does not depend on feedback error but provides the same functionality. Therefore, the practical aspects are emphasized in this paper. The developed method is confirmed in simulations, and the results reveal that the proposed method opens up opportunities for new types of traction control systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, fuel economy improvements have been a major concern in the field of electric propulsion systems [1-3]. However, as the demand for high-performance vehicles has increased over time, automakers have introduced a new type of powertrain architecture for electric and hybrid vehicles. Among such systems, the electric-four wheel drive (E-4WD) system drives two wheels with an electric motor to supplement the traction force, with the other two wheels driven by a conventional internal combustion engine [4].

The goal of this paper is to develop a novel traction control system (TCS) with this electric powertrain architecture. In particular, in-wheel motors (IWMs) are used to create the 4WD system. Compared with conventional vehicles, this electric powertrain configuration introduces new opportunities for new vehicle chassis control systems for the reasons outlined below [5, 6].

It is well known that the dynamic response of a motor arises much more rapidly than that of a conventional internal combustion engine with a hydraulic friction brake for chassis control. In addition, the motor as a chassis control actuator has significantly lower operating delay, which enables accurate wheel slip control. Regarding an in-wheel motor, there is no adverse effect on the driveshaft stiffness given that the motor is directly attached to the wheel.

In addition to the advantages mentioned above, this paper exploits a clutch control technique to limit the torque transmitted from the engine. In order to prevent excessive wheel slippage, conventional TCS algorithms [7-9] apply braking force to compensate for excessively transmitted engine torque. At the same time, engine torque reduction control is conducted. However, an inappropriate amount of braking force can cause instability of the vehicle, making it very difficult to realize both a reduction of the engine torque and the generation of braking force simultaneously.

For this reason, a clutch between the engine and the wheels is utilized in this paper instead of braking force control. In most previous studies [10, 11], the clutch of a hybrid vehicle was considered only for mode changes. However, accurate control of the torque transmitted to the drive wheels is possible if clutch control is conducted appropriately.

The ultimate goal of TCS is to provide the vehicle with maximum acceleration by adjusting individual wheel slips. This condition can be achieved when all wheels remain at the optimal wheel slip point. However, it is challenging to control individual wheel slips optimally because sufficient information about the road surface is typically not available. That is, the most challenging issue in relation to TCS algorithms is to
identify the road surface condition in real time. Although numerous efforts have been made to resolve this issue [12-15], none have presented satisfactory results.

In this paper, a special type of sliding mode control method is introduced. Unlike previous methods, the proposed controller does not require real-time road surface information. This approach, a core contribution of this paper, is possible due to the proposed special type of sliding mode control method.

Unlike most other control methods, the sliding controller requires only the sign value of the tracking error, which usually causes control chattering. Although many previous studies have attempted to avoid this chattering [16], but this paper exploits the chattering to define the optimal wheel slip. This is why the sliding control method is adopted in this paper.

The IWMs are controlled such that they are cycled near the optimal slip point by continuous feedback. By monitoring the real-time tire force and wheel speed rate, the desired wheel slip point is determined. Using the optimal wheel slip point determined from the IWM cycling control technique, the rear wheels are also controlled to track the desired slip point. The torque applied to the rear wheels is determined by the clutch and through engine control.

This novel method is possible due to the proposed electric powertrain architecture and the rapid response of the IWM compared to that of a conventional drivetrain.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. The proposed powertrain architecture is discussed in Section II. The practical issues pertaining to a conventional TCS algorithm are reviewed in Section III. The core contribution of this paper, i.e. controlling the IWMs, clutch, and engine, is described in Sections IV and V. Section VI presents an overview of the algorithm, and the proposed algorithm is verified in Section VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. HYBRID 4WD POWERTRAIN ARCHITECTURE

The powertrain architecture discussed here is described in Fig. 1. It is very similar to the conventional parallel hybrid system, but with two primary differences. First, the IWMs are attached to the front wheels to create a 4WD system. The rear wheels are driven by a combination of engine torque and motor/generator (M/G) torque. In general, the E-4WD system is created by a central motor attached to the driveshaft. Therefore, the adverse effect of the driveshaft stiffness should be considered when delivering the motor torque. However, the IWMs are free from these adverse effects given that the motor torque is directly transmitted to the wheels. Second, the clutch is repositioned between the transmission and the rear wheels for the novel TCS algorithm. The operating mode of the conventional parallel hybrid vehicle changes through clutch engagement/disengagement control between the engine and the M/G. For example, if the clutch is completely disengaged, the vehicle can be driven only by the M/G in what is known as the electric vehicle (EV) mode. In this case, however, the torque loss due to the driveshaft must be taken into account; therefore, the amount of transmitted wheel torque cannot be calculated accurately. Moreover, control actuation delay is inevitable in the conventional parallel hybrid system. For these reasons, most previous studies did not consider a hybrid or electric powertrain during the development of a chassis control system.

In this paper, however, the proposed electric powertrain configuration is used to develop a chassis control system while maintaining the functionality of the existing hybrid vehicle. For example, various operating modes can be realized using the introduced IWMs and clutch. If the IWMs operate alone and the clutch is disengaged, the vehicle can be switched to the EV mode. Additionally, a rear-wheel-drive system is realized when the IWMs are off and the clutch is engaged.

This paper presents a new TCS algorithm using the rapid response of the IWMs and the clutch.

Moreover, in order to consider certain practical aspects, the pure time delay, actuator bandwidth, and time constant are considered.

III. CONVENTIONAL TCS

In this section, the practical issues pertaining to a conventional TCS control algorithm are reviewed and the direction of improvement of the TCS is presented.

In a conventional TCS algorithm, the control inputs applied to the drive wheels consist of the engine torque and the brake torque. Fig. 2 depicts the typical torque data trace of a conventional TCS. Because the TCS generally operates under full-throttle acceleration, the engine torque initially increases rapidly. However, the excessive torque transmitted to the drive wheel due to full-throttle acceleration does not allow maximum tire adhesion between the tire and the surface of the road. That is, an appropriate amount of engine torque should be
transmitted to the drive wheels while controlling the engine throttle angle. However, the engine torque cannot be reduced immediately because the engine dynamic response very slowly copes with the rapid wheel dynamics, as shown in Fig. 2(a). As the figure shows, the engine torque is reduced very slowly. Thus, brake control, which provides a rapid dynamic response, is used to reduce the transmitted torque to the drive wheels. At the same time, the engine torque decreases until it reaches the target torque.

This is a typical method used by conventional TCS algorithms. Typical trajectories of the wheel speeds obtained as a result of engine and brake control are exhibited in Fig. 2(b).

However, it is very difficult to control both the engine torque and the brake torque simultaneously. Because of the reduction of the engine torque and the generation of braking torque should occur at the same time, highly accurate control algorithm tuning is required to track the desired target wheel speed. Even when the algorithm is perfectly tuned, there are some inherent deficiencies. As mentioned in Section I, there are no sufficient sensor signals in production vehicles, making it difficult to identify road surface conditions accurately. That is, the target wheel speed in Fig. 2(b) is not actually given when activating the TCS. In addition, because there is no vehicle speed sensor in production vehicles, the current vehicle speed in Fig. 2(b) is also not provided.

In summary, unlike the conventional feedback control algorithm, the current state as well as the desired state are not given. This is the main reason why feedback control is not easily realized when developing a TCS algorithm.

For these reasons, many automakers exploit rule-based control algorithms that consider as much data as possible to manage numerous practical concerns. However, rule-based algorithms generally cause a computational burden and limit the control performance for safety issues.

In order to solve these problems, a new powertrain configuration and control algorithm is presented in this paper, as described in the following sections.

### IV. IN-WHEEL MOTOR CYCLING CONTROL

#### A. Nonlinear Tire Force Curve

Tire slip during acceleration is defined as follows [17],

$$\lambda = \frac{R_w - \frac{V_{car}}{R_w}}{\frac{V_{car}}{R_w}}, \quad (1)$$

where $R$ is the wheel effective radius, $w$ is the wheel angular velocity, and $V_{car}$ is the absolute vehicle velocity.

It is well known that the relationship between the tire force and tire slip is nonlinear, as depicted in Fig. 3. The tire force curve remains linear until the slip reaches the optimal slip, $\lambda_{opt}$. However, the instantaneous slope exhibits nonlinearity near the optimal slip, and it is exactly zero at the point of optimal slippage.

It must be noted again that the ultimate goal of the TCS is to keep the individual wheel slips at the optimal slip point when the vehicle accelerates in a straight line. However, because the optimal slip point depends on the condition of the road surface, it is not actually given. In addition, because the absolute vehicle velocity cannot be measured, it is difficult to identify the current slip in real time.

The instantaneous slope of the tire force curve can be written as follows [18],

$$\frac{dF_x}{d\lambda} = \frac{dF_x}{dt} \frac{dt}{d\lambda} = \frac{\dot{F}_x}{\lambda}, \quad (2)$$

where $F_x$ is the longitudinal tire force.

Therefore, the instantaneous slope of the tire force curve can be expressed as the ratio between the time derivative of the tire force and the time derivative of the slip.

The time derivative of the tire slip is expressed as (3) assuming that the vehicle velocity is a slowly varying parameter.

$$\dot{\lambda} = \frac{d\lambda}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{R_w - \frac{V_{car}}{R_w}}{\frac{V_{car}}{R_w}} \right) = \frac{V_{car} \dot{w}}{R_w^2}. \quad (3)$$

Using (3), the instantaneous slope of tire force curve is given as follows:

$$\frac{dF_x}{d\lambda} = \frac{\dot{F}_x}{\lambda} = \frac{R_w^2 \dot{F}_x}{V_{car} \dot{w}}, \quad (4)$$

If $\dot{w}$ and $\dot{F}_x$ can be accurately measured or at least estimated, the TCS strategy is easily constructed. That is, the drive wheels are controlled such that (4) approaches zero. However, the time...
derivative of the sensor signals is influenced significantly by the measurement noise effect. Therefore, the direct use of (4) cannot provide reliable results. For this reason, this paper indirectly uses (4).

Note that the signs of $\dot{\lambda}$ and $\dot{\omega}$ are identical, as indicated by (3). In addition, the signs of the product of the time derivative of the tire force and the wheel speed are divided based on the optimal slip, as depicted in Table I. That is, $\text{sgn}(\dot{F}_s, \dot{\omega})$ is positive before the slip reaches the optimal slip but is negative in the opposite region, as described in Fig. 3.

Based on this, a special type of sliding mode control method is presented in the following sections.

B. Tire Force Observer

In order to determine $\dot{w}$ and $\dot{F}_s$ at the same time, a tire force observer is proposed in this section.

A diagram of a front wheel control system is depicted in Fig. 4, and the wheel dynamics can be expressed as follows,

$$J_f \dot{\omega}_f = T_m - RF_{sf}, \tag{5}$$

where $J_f$ is the front wheel rotational inertia, $w_f$ is the front wheel angular velocity, $T_m$ is the motor torque, and $F_{sf}$ is the front longitudinal tire force.

Using an unknown input observer (UIO), the tire force can be estimated as follows [12],

$$\dot{\hat{\omega}}_f = \frac{1}{J_f} T_m - \frac{R}{J_f} \dot{\hat{F}}_{sf} + l_1 (w_f - \dot{\hat{\omega}}_f), \tag{6}$$

$$\dot{\hat{F}}_{sf} = -l_2 (w_f - \dot{\hat{\omega}}_f), \tag{7}$$

where $l_1$ and $l_2$ are the positive observer gains.

For choosing the observer gain, the following must be satisfied:

$$l_1 > C_{e1} \geq \|v_t\|, \tag{8}$$

where

$$v(t) = \frac{R \hat{F}_{sf}}{J_f \dot{\hat{\omega}}_f}, \tag{9}$$

whose greatest $L1$-norm over all $t$ is upper bounded by a positive constant $C_{e1}$. This is reasonable because the magnitudes of the estimation error are physically limited [19]. Also, the amount of selected gain is used to demonstrate the overall stability of the proposed controller in the next sub-section.

As indicated in (6) and (7), $\dot{\hat{\omega}}_f$ and $\dot{\hat{F}}_{sf}$ can be estimated at the same time. In this paper, these estimates are used instead of the measured wheel speed and tire force. Because the proposed algorithm is simply based on the signs of $\dot{w}$ and $\dot{F}_s$, very accurate signs of $\dot{w}_f$ and $\dot{F}_{sf}$ are required. However, these signs are significantly influenced by the randomly imposed measurement noise. Therefore, the direct use of measured values is excluded in this study.

However, given that the proposed observers in (6) and (7) are strongly related to each other, the sign of the product of these values can have a consistent value according to the applied motor torques. This explains why this approach is adopted here, and this is the basis of the proposed special type of sliding mode controller.

The stability of the designed observers can be analyzed using the error dynamics.

The error dynamics for the wheel dynamic is as follows,

$$J_f \dot{\hat{\omega}}_f = -RF_{sf} - l_1 \dot{\hat{\omega}}_f, \tag{10}$$

where $\dot{\hat{\omega}}_f = w_f - \dot{\hat{\omega}}_f$.

Differentiating (10) with respect to time results in

$$J_f \ddot{\hat{\omega}}_f = -RF_{sf} - l_1 \ddot{\hat{\omega}}_f. \tag{11}$$

Assuming that the longitudinal tire force is a slowly varying parameter and substituting (7) into (11) leads to

$$J_f \ddot{\hat{\omega}}_f + l_1 \ddot{\hat{\omega}}_f + Rl_2 \dot{\hat{\omega}}_f = 0. \tag{12}$$

Therefore, $\dot{\hat{\omega}}_f$ converges to zero by adjusting the observer gains.

C. Special Type of Sliding Mode Controller

In this section, a special type of sliding mode control method using IWMs, the core contribution of the paper, is proposed. In order to achieve the goal of the TCS, a switching surface is defined as [16]

$$S(t) = \lambda - \lambda_{opt}. \tag{13}$$

Using this switching surface, the following desired motor torque is constructed:

$$u = T_m = RF_{sf} + J_f \frac{Rw_f^2}{V_{car}} \dot{\lambda}_{opt} - K \frac{J_f Rw_f^2}{V_{car}} \cdot \text{sgn}(\dot{\lambda} - \dot{\lambda}_{opt}), \tag{14}$$

where $K$ is the positive control gain, and $\dot{F}_{sf}$ is the estimated tire force at the front wheels in (7).

The control gain must satisfy the following condition:

$$K > C_{e2} \geq \left\| \frac{u}{w_f \sqrt{V_{car}}} \right\|. \tag{15}$$

Similar to the observer gain, the control gain is also upper bounded by a positive constant $C_{e2}$ with knowing that the magnitudes of each element in (15).

In order to demonstrate the stability of the proposed controller in (14), the Lyapunov function candidate is determined as follows:

$$V = \frac{1}{2} S^2 + \frac{1}{2} \dot{\omega}_f^2. \tag{16}$$

In order to ensure the asymptotic stability of (12), the following condition must be satisfied:

$$\dot{V} < 0 \text{ for } S \neq 0 \tag{17}$$

The derivative of $V$ is calculated as follows:

$$\dot{V} = S (\dot{\lambda} - \dot{\lambda}_{opt}) + \dot{\omega}_f (\dot{\omega}_f - \dot{\omega}_f) \tag{18}$$

Substituting (3), (5), (6) and (14) into (18) leads to

$$\dot{V} = \left[ \frac{V_{car}}{R \omega_f^2} \left( T_m - \frac{RF_{sf}}{J_f} \right) - \dot{\lambda}_{opt} \right] + \dot{\omega}_f (\dot{\omega}_f - \dot{\omega}_f) \tag{19}$$

$$= -K \cdot \text{sgn}(S) + \frac{\hat{F}_{sf}}{J_f \omega_f} \cdot \dot{\omega}_f \frac{V_{car}}{w_f} \sqrt{S - \dot{\omega}_f^2}. \tag{19}$$

By applying Barbalat’s lemma [20], it can be proved that the tracking and estimation errors converge to zero.

This is a conventional sliding mode control technique of the type commonly proposed in the literature. Even if a conventional sliding mode controller is theoretically perfect, it suffers some inherent flaws. As mentioned in the previous sections, $\lambda$ and $\lambda_{opt}$ are not provided when the TCS actually operates. Thus, in most previous studies, $\lambda$ and $\lambda_{opt}$ are assumed to be known values in real time [21-23].
In order to solve these practical issues, this paper proposes a special type of sliding mode controller that does not require the real-time slip or road surface information.

As shown in (14), a sliding mode controller consists of the feed-forward and feedback terms; however, only the sign value of the feedback term is required.

Considering Table I, the following relationship can be obtained:

\[ \text{sgn}(\lambda_f - \lambda_{opt}) = -\text{sgn}(\hat{F}_f \cdot \dot{w}_f) \]  
(20)

In addition, \( \lambda_{opt} = 0 \) when the vehicle is traveling on a homogeneous road surface. Moreover, the front longitudinal tire force was estimated in the previous section, and \( V_{car} \) is inferred from the wheel speeds with an acceptable degree of error. Also, if the vehicle is on a split road surface where the left and right wheels have different optimal slip point and maximum force, both IWMs are controlled to track the wheel motion which has a smaller maximum tire force to avoid a yaw moment generation.

At this stage, the conventional sliding mode controller of (14) can be expressed, as follows,

\[ u = T_m = R\hat{F}_f + K \cdot \frac{J_f R w_f}{\min(Rw_{elf}, Rw_{err})} \cdot \text{sgn}(\hat{F}_f \cdot \dot{w}_f), \]  
(21)

where \( w_{elf} \) and \( w_{err} \) are the rear left and rear right wheel angular velocities. In (21), there is no tracking error term, but the functionality is identical to that in (14). In addition, (21) does not require slip or road surface information; instead, only the measured wheel speed and estimated tire force are sufficient.

Using (21), the IWMs at the front wheels are cycled independently near the optimal slip point. While cycling the IWMs, the optimal wheel slip amounts are estimated. In general, control chattering of the sliding mode control method due to the sign function is undesirable in many practical control systems [16]. Therefore, numerous methods have been proposed to avoid control chattering by providing continuous/smooth control signals. However, this paper does not avoid control chattering but rather creates intentional chattering to estimate the optimal slip point.

V. REAR WHEEL SLIP CONTROL

The cycling pattern of the front wheels is monitored to calculate the desired wheel speed, and the rear wheels are controlled to track this calculated wheel speed. As shown in Fig. 1, the amounts of torque applied to the rear wheels are transmitted from the engine and the clutch. Therefore, the desired torque for the rear wheels can be controlled by the clutch on the rear of the transmission.

The simplified driveline model used for the design of controllers is presented in Fig. 5. Using the torque balance relationships, the driveline model in Fig. 5 can be expressed as follows,

\[ J_e \dot{w}_e = T_e(w_e, \alpha_{th}) - T_c, \]  
(22)

\[ J_r \dot{w}_r = T_c - R\hat{F}_{arf}, \]  
(23)

where \( J_e \) and \( J_r \) are the engine and rear wheel rotational inertia, respectively, \( w_e \) and \( w_r \) are the corresponding engine and rear wheel angular velocities. Additionally, \( T_e \) is the clutch torque, \( \alpha_{th} \) is the throttle angle of the engine, and \( \hat{F}_{arf} \) is the rear longitudinal tire force.

The clutch torque while slipping is mathematically represented as follows,

\[ T_c = \mu PAR, \]  
(24)

where \( \mu \) is the clutch surface friction coefficient, \( P \) is the hydraulic pressure applied to the clutch plate, \( A \) is the effective area of the clutch, and \( R \) is the effective radius of the clutch.

By controlling both \( P \) and \( T_c \) simultaneously, the driveline can be controlled to satisfy the goal of the TCS algorithm. Details are described in the following sections.

A. Clutch Torque Control

As described briefly, it is very difficult to control the engine and the brake at the same time in a conventional TCS algorithm. Therefore, this paper excludes brake control, whereas clutch control is exploited instead. The clutch torque when slipping occurs is calculated from (24), which is valid when the engine crankshaft rotational speed is fast enough. Therefore, a new strategy that controls the clutch and the engine separately can be proposed in this paper. This is possible due to the introduced powertrain architecture, where the clutch is used to move to the rear of the transmission.

Since the rapid engagement of the clutch when operating the launch control may deteriorate the durability of clutch and ride quality, a smooth clutch engaging control for approximately 5 seconds is widely adopted in automotive manufacturing [24]. In addition, the dynamic response of the clutch is fast enough to regulate the torque transmitted to the drive wheels. Therefore, using a clutch can be a suitable candidate to replace the use of hydraulic brake.

With the desired wheel speed calculated from the cycling control of the IWMs, the adaptive sliding mode control method [25] is used to control the rear wheels.

The sliding surface is defined as a tracking error,

\[ s_i = w_i - w_{ired}, \]  
(25)

where \( w_i \) is the rear wheel speed and \( w_{ired} \) is the desired rear wheel speed calculated from the cycling control of the IWMs. The control objective is to choose an appropriate control law such that \( w_i \) tracks the \( w_{ired} \). Therefore, the sliding surface should satisfy the following condition for asymptotic stability,

\[ \dot{s}_i = -\lambda_s s_i, \]  
(26)

where \( \lambda_s \) denotes the positive control gain.

When substituting (23) into (26), the desired clutch torque can then be expressed as follows:

\[ T_{ired} = R\hat{F}_{arf} + J_r \dot{w}_{ired} - \lambda_s J_r \cdot (w_r - w_{ird}) \]  
(27)
Here, the longitudinal rear tire force is considered to be an unknown parameter. Therefore, the adaptive law is established as follows,

\[ \hat{F}_{sr} = -k_b \frac{R}{J_e} \dot{s}_r, \]  

where \( k_b \) denotes the positive adaptation gain. Combining (23) and (27),

\[ J_e \dot{w}_e = T_{cdes} - RF_{sr}, \]

\[ = RF_{sr} + J_e \dot{w}_e - \lambda_s (w_e - w_{edes}), \]  

where \( F_{sr} = F_{esr} - F_{er} \).

Then,

\[ \dot{s}_r = \frac{R}{J_e} \hat{F}_{sr} - \lambda_s s_r, \]  

In this way, the desired clutch torque in (27) is used to calculate the target control input \( P \).

At this stage we consider a Lyapunov candidate function, as follows:

\[ V_1 = \frac{1}{2} s_r^2 + \frac{1}{2k_b} \hat{F}_{sr}^2. \]  

Differentiating the Lyapunov function with respect to time yields

\[ \dot{V}_1 = s_r \dot{s}_r + \frac{1}{k_b} \hat{F}_{sr} \dot{\hat{F}}_{sr} = s_r \left( \frac{R}{J_e} \hat{F}_{sr} - \lambda_s s_r \right) + \frac{1}{k_b} \hat{F}_{sr} \dot{\hat{F}}_{sr}. \]  

If the established adaptive law (28) is substituted into (32), the Lyapunov stability condition in (17) is satisfied. As described in this section, the engine dynamics is not considered. However, for complete clutch engagement, engine torque reduction control should be conducted independently. In other words, the engine torque should be controlled to track the desired engine speed. This is covered in the next section.

B. Engine Torque Reduction Control

The maximum traction force can be obtained by means of the cycling control of IWMs and control of the clutch torque. However, the engine dynamics should be also considered, as in a conventional TCS algorithm. Because the clutch slip control method adversely affects the durability of a wet clutch, it is not desirable to maintain the slip condition for a long time. Therefore, the clutch on the rear of the transmission should be entirely engaged when the engine torque is sufficiently reduced. From that time, the clutch torque control is omitted in the proposed TCS algorithm, but the engine torque control is conducted only to track the desired wheel speed. Therefore, engine torque reduction control should be performed independently of clutch torque control.

Table I: Vehicle Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( J_e, J_r )</td>
<td>Rotational inertia of the front and rear wheels</td>
<td>0.6 kgm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>Wheel effective radius</td>
<td>0.387 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_r )</td>
<td>Gross vehicle weight</td>
<td>2295 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_f )</td>
<td>Distance between the front axle and center of gravity</td>
<td>1.48 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_r )</td>
<td>Distance between the rear axle and center of gravity</td>
<td>1.533 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>Height of center of gravity</td>
<td>0.563 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The engine speed should track the desired wheel speed as calculated from cycling control of the IWMs. The desired engine speed is defined as follows considering the gear ratio of the transmission and differential,

\[ w_{edes} = i_{gear} w_{edes}, \]  

where \( w_{edes} \) represents the desired engine speed and \( i_{gear} \) is the lumped gear ratio.

The sliding surface is also defined as a tracking error:

\[ s_z = w_e - w_{edes}, \]  

Similar to the previous section, the asymptotic stability can be proven if the following condition is met,

\[ \delta_z = -\lambda_s s_z, \]  

where \( \lambda_s \) is the positive control gain. Using (22) and (35), the desired engine torque can be calculated as follows:

\[ T_{edes} = T_c + J_e \dot{w}_e - \lambda_z \dot{s}_z (w_e - w_{edes}) \]  

In (36), the clutch torque \( T_c \) is provided by (24).

VI. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

Fig. 6 exhibits the overall structure of the proposed TCS algorithms. The required sensor signals are the wheel speeds, engine speed, and motor torque, which are the measurable signals in production vehicles. Using the estimated results from the tire force observer, the front wheels are independently controlled to cycle near the optimal slip point. At the same time, the clutch on the rear of the transmission and the engine are also controlled to track the desired speed calculated from the cycling control of the front wheels. However, these two controllers operate independently. In summary, the chassis and powertrain systems are controlled by the three control inputs: \( T_M, T_{edes}, \) and \( T_{cdes} \). The important point is that these control inputs are independent of each other. Therefore, each controller only has to consider its own dynamics without considering other dynamics. In addition, it is assumed that the motor torque capacity is limited to [−650 650]Nm. That is, the IWMs of the front wheels can provide up to 0.3g of acceleration considering the gross weight of the target vehicle.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulation studies were conducted to verify the effectiveness of the developed algorithm. The vehicle and tire model stored in CarSim, which is a commercial vehicle dynamics solver package, were used. The main CarSim vehicle model parameters are described in Table II. In addition, the
used friction model is based on the Magic Formula tire model [26].

Fig. 7 depicts the simulation results on a low-mu road surface when the controllers did not operate. Full-throttle acceleration was applied using the accelerator pedal at \( t = 1 \text{s} \) to generate maximum engine torque. At that time, the clutch is fully engaged. As a result, the product of the engine torque and the gear ratio increased rapidly, as described in Fig. 7(a). However, the engine torque decreased as the engine speed increased due to the characteristics of the engine dynamics. Given that excessive engine torque was transmitted to the rear wheels, the rear wheel speed diverged, as shown in Fig. 7(b), whereas the front wheel speed matched the vehicle speed because they were non-driven wheel. In the simulation environment, the road surface friction coefficient was set to 0.27, which represents a low-mu surface. That is, if the wheel slip was very well controlled, the maximum vehicle acceleration could be approximately 0.27g on this road surface. However, the rear wheels lost its adhesion to the road surface due to the excessive wheel slippage, as exhibited in Fig. 7(c). Moreover, the front wheel slip remained close to zero. Consequently, these wheel slips resulted in insufficient vehicle acceleration, even if the vehicle could accelerate to 0.27g. Therefore, the developed TCS algorithm can improve the traction performance of a vehicle in these situations.

Similar to the previous simulation case, the vehicle was driven on a low-mu road surface with \( \mu = 0.18 \) under a full-throttle acceleration condition, as shown in Fig. 8. In this case, however, the wheel slips were controlled using the developed TCS algorithm. The controller activated when the derivative of the front wheel speed exceeded configured threshold. Also, the proposed algorithm was operated with a sampling rate of 0.01s, but no computational burden was noted. In addition, with commercialization of the proposed algorithm in mind, practical aspects such as the bandwidth, time delay, and slew rate of the actuator were also considered in the simulation environment.

As shown in Fig. 8(a), full-throttle acceleration increased the engine torque rapidly as soon as the vehicle started to accelerate, as in the previous case. However, the increased engine torque started to decrease because the engine torque reduction...
controller attempted to reduce the excessive engine torque. In addition, the torque transmitted to the rear wheels was controlled by the clutch during the engine torque reduction control process, and these two controllers were independent of each other. That is, regardless of the amount of the engine torque, the wet clutch was controlled to transmit an appropriate amount of torque to the rear wheels. Furthermore, the engine torque was controlled independently to track the desired engine speed. As depicted in Fig. 8(a), the product of the engine torque and the gear ratio was nearly identical to the clutch torque from $t=3$. From then on, engine torque was transmitted directly to the rear wheels, and no clutch slip control was required. Based on (22), the engine speed was decreased when the clutch torque exceeded the product of the engine torque and the gear ratio. These two independent controllers allowed the rear wheels to track the desired wheel speed, as defined from the cycling patterns of the front wheels. Also, it can be observed in Fig. 8(a) that the motor torque is provided for the front wheels to be cycled around the optimal slip point.

It can be argued that changing the direction of the motor frequently can reduce durability of motor. However, there have been numerous attempts to utilize the motors as actuators when activating the wheel slip controller [5]. Although a precise analysis of the impact of applied torque on motor durability is excluded from the scope of the paper, the use of motors as actuators in TCS operation is feasible when considering these already reported works [5].

Fig. 8(b) exhibits the estimation result of the front tire force, which is an important feedback term in the proposed controller, and indicates that the proposed observer successfully estimates the front tire force.

As depicted in Fig. 8(c), the front wheels were controlled to cycle near the optimal slip point using a special type of sliding mode controller. Considering the physical constraints of the vehicle, the desired wheel speed was defined after smoothing the front wheel speed using a low-pass filter and a rate limiter. As expected, the front wheel slips fluctuated when finding the optimal slip, and the rear wheel slips attempted to track this value, as shown in Fig. 8(d). In addition, Fig. 8(e) shows the normalized forces representing the level of the surface friction used and confirms that each wheel utilized the available friction as much as possible. Owing to the proposed TCS algorithm, the vehicle accelerated up to approximately 0.18g, which was the maximum acceleration of the vehicle on this road surface, as described in Fig. 8(f).

In addition, the excessive amount of cycling is prevented by introducing a varying control gain which is a function of the vehicle speed. This gain decreases as the vehicle speed increases to reduce the high oscillation. As a result, a ride quality of the vehicle could be improved.

Fig. 9 shows the simulation results when the vehicle was driven quickly onto a different road surface but with the other conditions identical to those in the previous case. The surface transition occurred at $t=9s$. The main purpose of this test was to verify the robustness of the algorithm for road surface changes. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the engine and clutch torque were controlled simultaneously to meet the control performance requirements regardless of the surface transition. In addition, it can be confirmed that the motor torque increased at $t=9s$ to utilize the increased road friction coefficient as much as possible. Because the road surface $\mu$ was increased after $t=9s$ as compared to that in the previous case, the required clutch torque in Fig. 9(a) for rear wheels was larger than that in Fig. 8(a). As shown in the figure, only part of the engine torque was transmitted to the rear wheels by the clutch control, and the engine torque approached the clutch torque over time. As depicted in Fig. 9(b), the estimated tire force tracked the actual force satisfactorily despite the road surface transition.

Figs. 9(c) and (d) illustrate the speed trajectory and wheel slip control performance, respectively, confirming that the basic principle of the proposed algorithm could be explained well by the results. It can also be concluded from Figs. 9(e) and (f) that the vehicle utilized the road friction coefficient to the greatest extent possible.
The robustness of the developed algorithm was verified in a more severe simulation environment in Fig. 10. As illustrated in Fig. 10(a), the vehicle traveled on a high-mu road surface with only IWMs and entered a low-mu road surface at $t=7\text{s}$. Since the motor torque capacity was limited to $[-650 \text{ to } 650]\text{Nm}$, the used surface friction was about 0.3 until surface transition occurred, as depicted in Fig. 10(e). This represents a typical vehicle acceleration on a high-mu surface and there is no need to activate the TCS. However, a large amount of excessive front wheel slip was detected at the surface transition moment, as exhibited in Fig. 10(d). At that time, the developed controllers attempted to find the optimum slip point by reducing the torque input, and the vehicle accelerated while maintaining the slip ratio. Although a sudden reduction of surface friction caused the tires to lose their grips for a while, the proposed method quickly prevented the excessive wheel slip generation.

Fig. 11 describes the simulation results when the vehicle was driven on a low-mu road surface with 2deg road slope. Since the proposed method does not require the road surface information, there is no need to consider additional steps to identify the road slope. Therefore, the robustness of algorithm against the change of road slope could be verified from the results in Fig. 11.

Although the same actuator torques were applied in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 8(a), the vehicle in this scenario could not be able to accelerate as much as the acceleration shown in Fig. 8(f) due to the road slope. However, it can be found that the goal of TCS is faithfully performed by monitoring the IWM’s cycling patterns.
and the rear wheel slips in Fig. 11(d). The acceleration performance of the vehicle is depicted in Figs. 11(f).

The performance of the developed controller cannot be directly comparable to the performance of previous studies in [21-23] because the surface conditions, tires, vehicle type, and experimental conditions are all different. However, it can be said that the vehicle makes the most of the surface friction, as shown in the traction performance of all simulation results.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A new TCS strategy for obtaining maximum traction force is developed in this paper. The core contribution of this paper is the introduction of a new type of powertrain architecture for hybrid vehicles. By introducing IWMs, the front wheels can be controlled to cycle around the peak slip point. In addition, the rear wheels are controlled to track the desired wheel speed, which is defined by monitoring the cycling patterns of the front wheels, and the clutch and engine are independently controlled during this tracking step. Moreover, a special type of sliding mode control method that is free from feedback signals and that uses the nonlinear characteristics of the tires is proposed. In this way, the total number of tuning parameters is significantly reduced compared to those required in conventional TCS algorithms. Owing to the reduced number of tuning parameters and the use of simple analytical control algorithm, the computational burden of an electric control unit can be significantly reduced. Thus far, electric propulsion systems have not been able to provide a means for developing chasssis control systems. However, the proposed method is expected to open up new opportunities for novel TCS algorithms. The proposed contributions here were verified through simulations. Although the developed method has been verified only through the hybrid 4WD vehicles, pure electric vehicles or vehicles equipped with in-wheel motors are also suitable candidates for adopting the proposed strategy with little modification of algorithm.
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